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1. Introduction
Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group on a finite set Ω and
By [4], the product of all minimal normal subgroups of G
Λ
 is the direct product
AxN, where A is an abelian group and N is 1 or a nonabelian simple group.
In this paper we consider the case N^zPSL(3,q) with q even and prove the
following:
Theorem. Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group on Ω of even
degree and let α, /3^Ω (αΦ/5). If G
Λ
 has a normal subgroup N* isomorphic to
PSL(3,q), q=2n, then N* is transitive on Ω- {a} and one of the following
holds:
(i) G has a regular normal subgroup E of order q3=23n, where n is odd and G
a
is isomorphic to a subgroup of ΓL(3,#). Moreover there exists an element g in
Syvn(Ω) such that ag=a, (G
Λ
)g normalizes E and ATL(3,q)>(G
a
)gE>ASL(^q)
in their natural doubly transitive permutation representation.
(ii) I Ω I =22, GΩ-M22 and N*—PSL(3,4).
(iii) I Ω I -22, GΩ=Aut(M22) and ΛT~PSL(3,4).
We introduce some notations.
V(n,q)
TL(n,q)
ATL(n,q)
ASL(n,q)
F(X)
Sym(Δ)
a vector space of dimension n over GF(q)
the group of all semilinear automorphism of V(n,q)
the semidirect product of V(n, q) by ΓL(w, q) in its natural
action
the semidirect product of F(w, q) by SL(n, q) in its natural
action
the set of fixed poin.s of a nonempty subset X of G
the global stabilizer of a subset Δ (<ΞΩ) in X
the pointwise stabilizer of Δ in X
the restriction of X on Δ
the symmetric group on Δ
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XH : the set of //-conjugates of X
\X\P : the maximal power of a prime p dividing the order of X
I(X) : the set of involutions contained in X
E
m
 : an elementary abelian group of order m
Other notations are standard and taken from [1],
2. Preliminaries
Lemma 2.1 Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group on Ω of even
degree, a^Ω and N* a normal subgroup of G
Λ
 isomorphic to PSL(2,q)y Sz(q) or
PSU(3,q) with q(>2) even. Then N*~PSL(2,q\ N«^Sz(q), PSU(3,q), N* is
transitive on Ω— {a} and one of the following holds:
(i) G has a regular normal subgroup E of order q2, N%=N* Π Nβ—Eq and
G
Λ
 is isomorphic to a subgroup of TL(2,q). Moreover there exists an element g
in Sym(Ω) such that ag=a, (G
Λ
)8 normalizes E and AΓL(2,q)>(G
Λ
γE^ASL(29q)
in their natural doubly transitive permutation representation.
(ϋ) I ft I =6 and GΩ=A6 or S6.
Proof. By Theorem 2 of [2], it suffices to consider the case that Nβ=
N*Γ\Nβ—Eq and G has a regular normal subgroup of order q
2
. Since \N*ι
Nβ\=q2—l, N* is transitive on Ω— {a}.
Let E be the regular normal subgroup of G. Then we may assume Ω=
E, a=O^E and the semidirect product GL(E)E is a subgroup of Sym(Ω).
There is a subgroup H of GL(E) such that #~ΓL(2,j) and HE—ATL(2,q).
Let L be the normal subgroup of H isomorphic to SL(2,q). Then L$—Eq
for β(ΞΩ— {a}. Hence (N*)Q-{Λ}— LQ~(<A} and so there are an automorphism /
from N* to L and g^Sym(Ω) satisfying ag=a and (βx)s=(ββ)fw for each /3e
Ω- {a} and x£ΞN". From this, (β*)g~l**=(β*)g=(βfyw, so that g-1xg=f(x).
Hence g~1N"g=L.
Set S=L
β9 X=Sym(Ω) Π N(L), D=CX(L) and Y=NL(S). By the proper-
ties of AΓL(2,q), L is transitive on Ω— {a}, \F(S)\ =q and Ύ\S—Zq_λ. Hence
D is semi-regular on Ω— {a} and YF^ is regular on F(S)—{a} and so Z>—
DF(S)< yF(5) because [D,N*]=l. Therefore ΐ><Zq.^ Since X/DL is isomorphic
to a subgroup of the outer automorphism group of SL(2,<?), we have \X\ <
I ΓL(2,ί) I , while TL(2,q)—H<X. Hence X=H and X normalizes E. There-
fore, as (G
Λ
)'&:(N*)*=L9 we have (Ga)g<H. Thus Lemma 2.1 is proved.
Lemma 2.2 Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group on Ω of even
degree and N* a nonabelian simple normal subgroup of G
Λ
, a^Ω. If CG(N*)3=1,
then N%=N*Π Nβ for αφ/8eΩ and CG(N*) is semi-regular σn Ω— {a}. More-
over CG(N«)=Q(N").
Proof. See Lemma 2.1 of [2].
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Lemma 2.3 Let G be a transitive permutation group on a finite set Ω, H
a stabilizer of a point of Ω and M a nonempty subset of G. Then
\F(M)\ = \NG(M)\x\{M*\M*ς:H,gϊΞG} \ I \ H \ .
Proof. See Lemma 2.2 of [2].
Lemma 2.4 Let H be a transitive permutation group on a finite set Δ and N
a normal subgroup of H. Assume that a subgroup X of N satisfies XH=XN. Then
(i) I F ( X ) Γ [ β N \ = \ F ( X ) Γ i r γ N \ for /3, γeΔ.
(ii) I F ( X ) I = I F ( X ) Γ\βN\Xr, where r is the number of N-orbits on Δ.
Proof. By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.4 of [3], we
obtain Lemma 2.4.
2.5 Properties of PSL(3, q)y q=2n.
f l a b\
Let N!=SL(3,q), Si= 0 1 c\ ayb, c^GF(q)\, AH(° 1 0) a,
GF(q)\, B,= 0 1 c\o o υ
/I 
\0 0 I/
1
, ,c<=GF( ,
(Id 0 0\
/I a b\
= 0
(\0 0 I/
b,ceGF(q)\ and Z=\ 0 J 0 deGF(q), d3=\ .
J (\0 0 rf/
Then |Z|=(3,j—1) and N^NJZ is isomorphic to PSL(3,j). Set N=N
ί9
S=Sly A=A! and B=B^. Then the following hold.
(i) N is a nonabelian simple group of order q\q— l)3(?+l)(?2+ί+l)/
5 _ 3 5,_φ 5 _ z s _ ^ 2^ e^ -lβ 1 ol
(\0 0 i j
SfS'—Ef and 5 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Λf.
(iii) Sf=<^4, B>, ^4nS=Z(S), /(S)^^4UB and each elementary abelian
subgroup of 5 is contained in A or B. Let #e/(S)—Z(5). Then C
s
(*)=
^4 or 5.
(iv) Set M1=ANyM2=BN. Then M^M2 and M^Mz is the set of all
subgroup of ΛΓ isomorphic to £"^2.
(v) Let z be an involution of N. Then I(N)=zN and | C^(^) | =^(g—1
(vi) Let E denote ^  or B. Then |Λ^(JE) | =(?—IJ^g+lJί3^,?—1), NN(
E—ZkxPSL(2,q), where Λ=(g—l)/(3,g—1) and NN(E) is a maximal subgroup
ofN.
(vii) Set M=(JVjY(E))/. If ?>2, then M-M', M>£, MjE—PSL&q) and
M acts irreducibly on £.
(viii) Set Δ=EN. Then |Δ|—^2+^+l and by conjugation JV is doubly
transitive on Δ, which is an usual doubly transitive permuation representation
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of N. If C^{A,B}-{E},\F(C)\=q+l, C is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NF<C>
and C is semi-regular on Δ— jF(C).
Lemma 2.6 ([6]). Le£ notations be as in (2.5) am/ sef G=Aut(N). Then
the following hold.
(i) There exist in G a diagonal automorphism d, a field automorphism f and
a graph automorphism g and satisfy the following:
), H2=PGL(3,q)
H2/N^Zry where r=(3,g-l), G/H^Z2y Hl\H^Zn and G/H2^Z2xZn .
(ii) M,=AH^ M2=Bffι and Ag=B.
Lemma 2.7 Let N=PSL(3,q), where q=2n. Let R be a cyclic subgroup of
N of order q+l and Q a nontriviaί subgroup of R. Then NN(Q)=NN(R)—Zkχ
)> where k=(q—l)/(39q—l) and D2(9+ι) is a dihedral group of order 2(q+l).
Proof. We consider the group N as a doubly transitive permutation
group on Δ=PG(2,q) with q2+q+l points. By (2.5) (i), R is a cyclic Hall
/1\
subgroup of N and so we may assume R<N
a
, where a=\ 0 }ePG(2,q). Since
\0/
I N
aβ
\ =(ί-l)Y/(3,g+l) for αΦ^eΔ and (?+l,(g-l)Y)=l, R is semiregular
on Δ- {a} . Hence NN(Q)<Na. Put E=02(Na). Then Na=NN(E) by (2.5)
(vίii) and NN(Q)EIE^Zk X D2<q+1) by (2.5) (vi). Since NN(Q) Π E= CE(Q)= 1 by
(2.5) (v). Hence NN(Q)=±ZkxD2(q+l). As R is cyclic, NN(R)<NN(Q). Thus
Lemma 2.8 Let N=PSL(3,q), q=2" and let H(ΦN) be a subgroup of
N of odd index. Then H<NN(E) for an elementary abelian subgroup E of N of
order q2.
Proof. Let S, A and B be as in (2.5) and let Δ be as in Lemma 2.7. Since
I N: H\ is odd, H contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of N and so we may assume
/1\ /ON /0\
S<H. Setα= 0 , β=[l], Ί= 0 . Then S<N
a
=NN(A), Sβ=B, Sy=\o/ \o/ \ι/
ί/1 a 0\
0 1 0 ~Έq and hence |α s |=l, \βs\=qznd \7s\=q2.i\o o υ
If aH={a}, H<N
Λ
=NN(A) and the lemma holds. Bv (2.5) (i), (q2+l,
\N\)=1. Hence aH^p {a} U 7s, so that we may assume either aH= {a} U β H 01
If aH= {a} U βH, aH=F(B) and B !is a unique Sylow 2-subgroup of HF(B)
by (2.5) (viii). Hence H>B—Eqz and the lemma holds.
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If α*=Δ, by (2.5) (iv), NH(A)F(A) is transitive and so \H\ is divisible by
q+ί. Since (q2+q+l,q+l) = l, \H
Λ
\ is divisible by q+1. By (2.5) (vi) and by
the structure of PSL(2,q), Z
m
xPSL(29q)^HJA^NN(A)/A9 where m is a
divisor of (n— l)/(3,w— 1). Therefore \N: H\ <q—l. We now consider the
action of N on the coset T=N/H. As | Γ | Φ 1 and N is a simple group, NΓ is
faithful. But N has a cyclic subgroup of order q-\-l and so |Γ| >j+l, which
implies \N: H\ >g+l, a contradiction.
Lemma 2.9 Le£ N=PSL(3,q), where q=22m and t a field automorphism
of N of order 2. Let S be a t-invarίant Sylow 2-subgroup of N. Then the follow-
ing hold.
(i) Z(φS)=±E^.
(ii) // Sl is a subgroup of <(tyS isomorphic to S, then Sl=S.
Proof. Since C
s
(i) is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSL(3,\/~q),
Z(C
s
(t))^E
vT and Z(C s(t)}<Z(S) by (2.5) (ii). Hence Z«f>S)=Z«f>S)n
<f>C
s
(ί) Π C(Z(S))=Z«ί>5) n C
s
(f)=Z(C
s
(f))— £v? Thus we have (i).
Suppose SΊΦS. Then <ί>5=S1S^51 and [<f>S: 5] =[5^ SΊΓlS]^.
If Z(Sι)<£S, we have S1=^yx(S1ΠS) for an involution z in Z(ιSι)-S. By
(2.5) (ii), «eΦ(5ι) and so S!=<sf, S1nS>=S1nS, a contradiction. Hence
If Z(5f1)-Z(S), Eq—Z(S)<Z(SlS)^=Z(<tyS)^E^ by (i), which is a con-
tradiction. Hence Z(Sj)ΦZ(S).
Let * be an involution in Z(S1)-Z(S). Then C5(*)— £,2 by (2.5) (iii).
On the other hand, Sι^C</>s(*) and [C<ί>s(5:): Cs(ar)]=l or 2. From this Sj
has an elementary abelian subgroup of index 2. Hence q= 2, a contradiction.
Thus we have (ii).
3. Proof of the theorem
Throughout the rest of the paper, GΩ always denote a doubly transitive
permutation group satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem.
SinceG
α
>ΛT, |^ | = |γ^| for /3, γeΩ- {α} and so |Ω|=l+r|£"*|,
where r is the number of Λ^-orbits on Ω— {α}. Hence r is odd and ]Y£ is a
proper subgroup of N* of odd index for αΦ/3^Ω. Therefore, by Lemma 2.8
Nβ>A for some elementary abelian subgroup A of order <f. Let S be a Sylow
2-subgroup of N%. Then, by (2.5) (iii) there exists a unique elementary abelian
2-subgroup B of S such that A—B—Eq2 and ,4Φ£. Set M "^*, M2=B»*
and Ji:=G
-
(M1)=Gβ(M2). By (2.5) (iv), MXUM2 is the set of all elementary
abelian 2-subgroup of N* of order q2 and G
Λ
 acts on {M
:
, M2}, so that GJK<
Z2. Hence K is transitive on Ω— {α} .
(3.1) Let E=A or B. Then NG<Λ (E) is transitive on F(E)- {a}.
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Proof. I{Eh<K
β
foϊsomehςΞK,Eh<N"Γ}K
β
=N«
β
. Since EN*=EK and
AK3=BK, Eh is conjugate to E in N
β
. By a Witt's theorem NK(E) is transitive
on F(E)- {a} . Thus JVGβ(E) is transitive on F(E)- {a} .
(3.2) // q=2, GΩ is σf type (i) of the theorem.
Proof. Assume q=2. We note that PSL(3,2) is isomorphic to PSL(2,7).
It follows from [3] that G has a regular normal subgroup R.
Since K is transitive on Ω— {a}, by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4
•! i _\NTlN(B)\\Nj: NΛ^N(B)\ 24r
 ί
Let £=,4 or B. As JV
Λ
(£)Φ1, NG(E)F™ is doubly transitive by (3.1). Hence
E<Nβ and 1 1^)1=2", |F(J3)|=2* for some integers a,b. From this S=
<^,5><ΛΓΛnΛΓ^and |^:Λ^ΛnΛΓβ | is odd. Hence, if S'^G
Λβ
, Sg<Ny
β
f]Nl
where Ύ=a8 and so Sg<N*ΓiNβ. Since S and 5* are Sylow 2-subgroups of
N*Γ(Nβ, Sg is conjugate to S in N"F(Nβ. By a Witt's theorem NG(S)F& is a
doubly transitive permutation group with a regular normal subgroup NR(S).
Hence | F(S) \ =2° for an integer c. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4,
Let 5r be an involution of Z(*S) and assume zg^.G<Λ for some g^G. Then
zg^Nl, where J=ag. Since |JV2: JVΠJV 1 *! is odd, #* is contained in ΛΓ*. By
(2.5) (v), ^  is conjugate to % in N*. Hence CG(z) is transitive on F(z) and by
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4,
Suppose JV|=5. Then |JF(^)|=3r+l=2a=2<:+2r and |fl(*)|=5f + l.
Hence r=l. Since ΛΓ
Λ
(^)=C
Λ
(^)<CG(^) and Λ^^)— ,^ |^ )| is divisible
by 4. But |.F(^ ) | =5r+l=6. This is a contradiction.
Suppose N%ΦS. Then N%=NN«(A) as NN»(A)^S4. From this, | JP(B) |
=2'=2<:+2r andso r=l. Hence |Ω| =1+ l-/Vα: JV^| =8. Thus |Λ | =8 and
), hence Gc^
By (3.2), it suffices to consider the case <?>2 to prove the theorem. From
now on we assume the following.
Hypothesis (*): q=2">4
(3.3) The following hold.
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(i) \N«
β
/N*Γ]Nβ\ is odd.
(ii) LetγtΞΩ and S0 a 2-subgroup of W. Then F(S0) = {δ <Ξ Ω | S0 < NB} .
Proof. Suppose false and let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N&Nβ such
that T>S. Then ΓΦS. Set S^TΠNΪ and S2=TΓiN°ΓιN
β
. Then S,
is a Syow 2-subgroup of N&, S^S and Sly S2 and 5 are normal subgroups of
Γ. By Lemma 2.2, S^jN* is isomorphic to a subgroup of the outer automor-
phism group of N*. It follows from Lemma 2.6 that SiN^/N* is abelian of
2-rank at most 2. Since S^j^—SJSz and SΊ— S, we have S1/S2<E4 by
(2.5) (ii).
Let Al9 #ι be the subgroups of SΊ such that A^—B^—E^ and AnS2<
A#ιnS2<£. Since AJAiΓίSz—AtSz/S^SJS^Et and by the hypothesis
(*), ί>4, we have | A Π S2 1 > q2/4. Therefore, if A1ΠS2<Z(S), then q=4,
Al Π S2=Z(S) and T=A1S and so Z(S)<Z(Γ), contrary to Lemma 2.9. Hence
A1 Π SrfZ(S). Similarly Bx Π S2^Z(S).
Let Λ;^^! Π S2 — Z(S). Then tfe^F^iS for each^e^j and so Aλ normalizes
A. Hence A1 normalizes B. Similarly Bl normalizes A and B. From this T=
<419 B.yS^A, B and so S.N^^K. Hence S^/N^SJS,— Z2, so that there
exists a field automorphism / of order 2 such that T=<tyS[>S. Since SΊ<T
and Sι—S, we have Sι=S by Lemma 2.9, a contradiction. Thus (i) holds.
Letδ<=F(S0)-{γ}. Then 50<Λ^J. Since Nt>NT(N8 and | N2/WY Π ΛΓδ |
is odd by (i), 50<NγnΛΓδ<^Vδ. Hence,P(S0)c{δeΩ|S0<Λ^δ}. The converse
implication is clea> . Thus (ii) holds.
(3.4) The following hold.
(i) NG(B)F(B> is doubly transitive.
(ii) // F(A) Φ {α, β] , JVG(^)F(^4) is doubly transitive.
Proof. Let E=A or β. By (3.3) (i), S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N^.
Therefore, by a similar argument as in (3.1), NGβ(E) is transitive on F(E)— {β}.
Suppose NG(E)F(E> is not doubly transitive. Then, F(E)={a, β} by (3.1)
and (3.3). Since NN*(E) acts on F(E) and fixes {α}, we have ^>(E)^JV£.
On the other hand NN*(E) is a maximal subgroup of N" by (2.5) (vi). Hence
NN«(E)=Nβ. If £=S, then JVJfc-4, a contradiction. Thus £=^4 and (3.4)
follows.
(3.5) The following hold.
(i) PutM=(NN«(A))'. Then F(M)=F(A).
(ii) 2VJ=N? /or
Proof. Suppose F(M)ΦF(^). Then M^ΛΓG(^) (^^ ). It follows from (3.4)
that F(A)^F {a, β} and NG(A)F(A^ is doubly transitive. Moreover by (2.5) (vii)
— PSL(2,q) as q>2. By Lemma 2.1, r=l and either (1) q=
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4 and NG(Ayw=A* or Sβ or (2) \F(A) \ =cf.
If(l)holds, \F(A)\=l+\NNcl(A) .Nlϊ\
=263. Hence |Ω| =1+ \Na: N%\ = l+26 32 5 7/26 3=2 53. Let * be an
involution of N*Γ\Nβ. Then, by (2.5) (v) and (3.3), ZG Π G
a
=zG«, so that
CG(si)FW is transitive by a Witt's theorem. On the other hand \F(z)\ = l+
=1(χ In particuιar \CG(z)\ is divisible by
5. Let R be a Sylow 5-subgrouρ of CG(*). Then |Ω|, \Ga: N"\ and \N%\ are
not divisible by 5 and so F(R)= {γ} and J?<NY for some γeΩ. Therefore <s>
X R <.W by (3.3) (ii). But | CNt(z) | =26 by (2.5) (v). This is a contradiction.
If(2)holds, <?= \F(A)\ -
From this |Ω| = 1+ \N°: N*
β
\ = l+(?-l) (q+l) (<?2+?+l) =
Hence \G\2=\fl\2X\Ga\2=qx\Ga: K\X\K[2. On the other hand \NG(A)\t
= I F(A) \ X I NGa(A) \2=q2\K\2 because K=NCa(A)Na. Therefore q2 \ K \ 2=
|ΛΓG(^)|2^|G|2=^X |Gα: ί:|x|ί:|2<2ί|^|2 and we obtain q=2, contrary
to the hypothesis (*). Thus we have (i).
Let Ύ<=F(A)-{a}. By (i) and (3.4) (ii), N"
Ί
>A and M<N^. Since
NN«(A)IM~Zk, where Λ=(?-l)/(3,?-l) and | N*βjM | = 1 7V?/M | , we have
Nί=Nl Thus (ii) holds.
(3.6) B$AGandG
a
=K.
Proof If B<=AG, by (3.4) (i), there is an element g^G
aβ
 such that B=Ag.
Hence Na
β
=g~lNβg^g~lAg=^B and so M normalizes < ,^β>=5, a contradic-
tion.
(3.7) Set L=(NN«(B))'. Then r=l, LF(B)=B, LF^=L/B—PSL(2,q),
Lp=S and one of the following holds.
(i) CG(JV")=1, \F(B) I =6, ?=4 α«<* JVG(ΰ)f(B)= J6 or S6.
(ii) CG(NΛ) <Zq_ίy \ F(B) \=<fand NG(B)F^ has a regular normal subgroup.
Proof. By (3.4) (i), NG(B)F^ is doubly transitive. If L<Gaβ, then L^
N*
β
 and so B<L=L'<(N%)'=M. Therefore L=M and M><_A, B>=S, a
contradiction. Hence L^G
aβ
. From this NGa(B)F^>LF^~PSL(2,q) and
(3.7) follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.
(3.8) If (i) of (3.7) occurs, then we have (ii) or (iii) of the theorem.
Proof. Since \F(B)\ =1+ \NN«(B): N^(B)\ =6 and 1^ :
^(5)1=5, we have |^|=26 3 5. Hence N"
β
=NN«(A) and so |Ω-{α}|
= \N°:N"
β
\=2l. By (3.6), P^LiS^J^iG^-f'^Pr^^) in their natural
doubly transitive permutation representation and hence (3.8) follows from Satz
7 of [7].
In the rest of this paper, we consider the case (ii) of (3.7). From now on
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we assume the following.
Hypothesis (**): r=l, q=2">2, \F(B)\=q2 and NG(B)F^ is a doubly
transitive permutation group with a regular normal subgroup.
(3.9) The following hold.
(i) N«
β
=N"Γ]Nβ=Mand \N«
β
\=(q-l)(q+l)q3.
(ii) n is odd.
(iii) \F(A)\=q.
Proof. Since f=\F(B)\=l+\NH»(B):N^(B)\ by (3.7), we have
|ΛΓ^(β)| = |ΛΓχβ)|/(g2-l) = (?-l)S3/(3)?-l). As NfeA, NN«(B) =
NN«β«A,By)=NN«β(S). On the other hand, from (2.5) (vi) !#„•($) | = |JVJ:
M\ x |ΛΓM(S)| = |N£: M\ x(q-l)q3. Therefore (3,0-1)= 1 and \N"β: M\ = l.
Hence N"
β
=M and n is odd. By (3.3) (i) and (2.5) (vii), N%=Na Π Nβ. Hence
F(A)= 1 + I NN«(A) \j\N*\=q. Thus we have (3.9).
(3.10) Put m= I G
a
 : N*\ . Then the following hold.
(i) m is odd and S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G
a
.
(ii) \Ω\=q3and \G\=q\q-iγ(q+l)(q2+q+l)m.
Proof. Set Ca=CG(N"). By (3.6), (3.9) (ii) and Lemma 2.6, | GJCaNa\
is odd. Since C*ΓtNa=l, m=\G
a
jC"Na\ -\Ca\ and so m is odd by Lemma
2.2. Therefore S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G
a
 and so (i) holds.
Since |Ω|=H-|ΛΓ»:JV«|, |Ω| =q3 by (3.9). From this |G| = |Ω |χ |GJ
=<fm \ N" I =q\q- 1)2(?+ 1) (q2+q+ l)m. Thus (ii) holds.
(3.11) Let z be an involution of G
a
. Then \F(z)\=q2. In particular B
is semi-regular on ίl—F(B).
Proof. By (3.10) (ii), * is contained in Na. By (2.5) (vii) and (3.9) (ii),
\I(N$\ = \N
 β
: NNί(S)\ χ(q^-q)+f--ί=(q+ί)(^-q)+^-l=(q-l)(q+iγ,
hence I *X*) I = l+ίs(ί-l)x(ί-l)(?+l)2/8s(ϊ-l) (?+!)=«* by Lemma 2.3.
As \F(B) I =q2, B is semi-regular on Ω-F(B).
(3.12) Set Δ=F(B). Then the following hold.
(i) G±>B and B is a Sylow 2-subgroup of GΔ.
(ii) G(Δ)=ΛΓβ(B) and \ NG(B) \ =q\q-
Proof. Since NN«(B)<N"(Δ)±Na and NN«(B) is a maximal subgroup of
JV", we have NN«(B)=Na(Δ}. By (3.7), B is a normal Sylow 2-subgroup of
(Λ^*)Δ and (i) follows immediately from (3.10) (i).
Since G(Δ)>GΔ and B is a characteristic subgroup of GΔ by (i), we have
G(Δ)<NG(B). The converse implication is clear. Thus G(Δ)=NG(B). By
(3.6), G
a
=NGa(B)N° and so \NGa(B): NN«(B) \ = \Ga:N«\=m. Hence | NG(B) \
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= \F(B)\X\ NGa(B) I -?2m X I N^(B) \ =q*(q- l)2(q+ l)w. Thus we have (ii).
(3.13) Let T
λ
 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(B) and T2 a Sylow 2-subgroup
of N^TJ. Then ΓXΦ T2. Let x be an element of T2- Tl and set U=BBX. Then
U—Eq* and for each γ<ΞΞΩ, U^Eq2, Uy<=BG, γu=F(Uy) and \yu\=q2. More-
over Uy= U8 for all
Proof. If BΠBx*l, by (3.11) and (3.12) (i), we have B=BX and so x<=
Tly contrary to the choice of x. Hence B Π B
x
= 1. As T
λ
>B and T
λ
=
Let γ<ΞΩ and put D=Uy. Then F(D)^ju as U is abelian. Therefore
\U: D\ = \γu\ <(f by (3.11), while \D\ <q2 because D is an elementary abelian
subgroup of JV* Hence D—Eq2 and \F(D)\ = \7U\ =q2. By (3.6) and (3.9) (lii),
De BG. Since Uy< Us^Eq2 for each δ£Ξ <γ
u
, we have Uy= U8.
(3.14) Let U be as in (3.13). Let Γ= {Xf\l^i<s} be the set of U-σrbits
on Ω and set B~Uy for 7^Xj with l<i<s. Then the following hold.
(i)
 ί
==(?)Ω=|
i = l
(ii) B{ is semi-regular on Ω — Xi and B{ Π Bj= 1 for each i,j with i^pj.
Proof. By (3.10) (ii) and (3.13), | Xt\ =q2 and |Ω| =q3, hence s=q. Cleary
ίl= U Xi Thus we have (i).
ί = l
By (3.13) (ii), B^ is conjugate to B for each /. Hence B{ is semi-regular
on ίl-Xf by (3.11). Therefore, if β. n^Φl, then Xi=F(Bi)=F(BJ)=XJ9
so that ί=y. Thus we have (ii).
(3.15) Set Y= {B, 1 1 <i <?} ^J to Z)<Ξ F. ΓΛ^ Λ^G(fl) <NG(U) and U
is a unique Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(D).
Proof. Suppose NG(D)^NG(U). Since [NG(D), U]^Uy there exist g<=
NG(D) and B^ Y- {D} such that (Btf^U. Set A= W Sinc^ [A, /)]=
[J3., /)]*=!, it follows from (3.10) (i) that F(D1)ΠF(D)=φ and so Z> is regular
on F(Dl) by (3.11). Hence F(D1)=7D=fϊu for τeF(A) By (3.14), fXA)=
F(βy) for some βye Y. By (3.12) (i), D1=Bjί so that A<C/, a contradiction.
Thus we have NG(D)<NG(U). Hence C/<02(CG(Z))). Since U<CG(B), CG(B)
is transitive on (^5). Hence | CG(B) \ 2= \ F(B) \ X | CGα>(ΰ) 1 2=q4 by (3.10) (i).
Therefore \CG(D)\2=q4 as D^BG and so E7 is a unique Sylow 2-subgroup of
CG(D).
(3.16) \N
ΰ
(U)\=cf(q-\γ(q+l)m.
Proof. Let *SΊ be a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(U) and 52 be a Sylow 2-
subgroup of N^Si). Suppose Sι^S2 and let 2^ be an element of *S2— 5Ί.
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Set •/=«"- . Then (U^^BG by (3.13) and (U^w<(G^w=G
a
. Since U and
U° are normal subgroups of Slt <5, (£/?)"> is 2-subgrouρ of Ga Π S1=S. Hence
B=(Uι)m by (2.5) (iii) and (3.6). Therefore U, UW<CG(B), so that U=U" by
(3.15) and w^S2Γ\NG(U)=Sι, contrary to the choice of w. Hence Sι—S2 and
SΊ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. It follows from (3.10) that | SΊ | =q6.
We now consider the action of NG(U) on Γ={J?, |l<ι<g}. Set Δ=F(B).
By (3.12), S1(A)<G(A)=NG(B) and |JVβ(5)|2=β5 and so |Sι: ^(Δ)! is divisible
by q. Hence Sj is transitive on Γ and so NG(U) is transitive on Γ. Therefore
\NG(U)\=qX\Nc(U)nNG(B)\=qχ\NG(B)\=q*(q- ίγ(q+l)m by (3.12) (ii)
and (3.15).
(3.17) Let R be α cyclic subgroup of N% of order q+l. Then \F(R)\ =q
and R is semi-regular on Ω—F(R).
Proof. Since N%/A=^PSL(2,q), there exists a cyclic subgroup R of Nf
of order q+l. Let Q+l be a subgroup of R. Then, by Lemma 2.7 \F(Q)\
,,17x, ,,,
=1+ - - =q' ^ ^
(3.18) Let Fe UG. If V+ U, then \ F(U
Ύ
) Π F(Vj) \ = 1 or qfor yen.
Proof. Suppose γΦδeF(ϊ/
Ϋ
)n.F(F
γ
). By (3.13), f7
v
, F
γ
e5G and so by
(3.3) (ii), C/v, F
v
<^n^δ. Set H=Q2(Nl). Then, by (3.6) and (3.9) (i), U^H
and V
Ί
H are Sylow 2-subgroups of JVJ. If U
Ί
H=V
Ί
H, then ί7
γ
=F
γ
 and [/, F
<CG(i7v). By (3.15) we have C/=F, a contradiction. Therefore U^H+VyH.
Set X=<U
Ύ
, F
v
>. Then XH^N^ because NHH^PSL(2,q), q=2", and
PSL(2, q) is generated by its two distinct Sylow 2-subgroups. Hence JV| > Jϊ" Π /ί.
By (2.5) (iii), Eq—UΊ Γ\ H<X Π H. Since JV1 acts irreducibly on H by (2.5) (vii),
XnH=H and hence tf <X From this X=Nl Thus, by (3.5)(i) and (3.9),
(3.19) Lei g ie α ίrycft'c subgroup of NN«(B) of order q+l, V<= UG and set
P=NQ(V). Then the following hold.
(i) <2 is semi-regular on Ω—F(Q) and \ F(Q) \ =q.
(ii) //PΦ1 and V^DtΞB6, then P normalizes D and \F(P)ΓlF(D)\ = l.
Proof. Since NN»(B)jB^PSL(2,q), there exists a cyclic subgroup Q of
NN»(B) of order g+1. Clearly Q is a cyclic Hall subgroup of Na, hence Q is
conjugate to R defined in (3.17). By (3.17), Q is semi-regular on Ω—F(Q)
and I F(Q) \ =q. Thus (i) holds.
Suppose PΦ1 and let γeF(F). Then, by (3.9) (i), P<Nγ and hence
P normalizes W Γί V. By (3.10) (i) and (3.13), W Π V= Fy and FγeβG and so
P<NNt(Vτ) and N^V^'^^N^B)'^. Hence we have F(P)nί'(Fγ)={γ}
by (3.7). As I F(P) | =? by (i), (ii) holds.
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(3.20) Let V^UG-{U} and let Q be a cyclic subgroup of NN«(B) of order
q+l. ThenNQ(V)=\.
Proof. Set P=NQ(V) and assume PΦ 1. Let <y e Ω—F(Q) and set Bλ= UΊj
B2=Vy. By (3.15), Q normalizes U and so by (3.19) Q normalizes Bλ. Similarly
P normalizes B2. Therefore F(B1)f}F(B2)>7p^{7} as PΦ1 and P is semi-
regular on Ω-F(Q). By (3.18), we have | F(B
ί
) Π F(B2) \ =q. Since P acts on
F(Bl)f]F(B2) and |P| divides j+1, P fixes at least two points of F(B1) ΓlF(B2),
which contradicts to (3.19).
(3.21) Let The a Sylow 2-subgroup ofNG(U). Then, for each V<EΞ UG- {U} ,
I T: NT(V) I is divisible by q.
Proof. Suppose \T: N
τ
(V)\<q and set T^N^V). Then |7\|>ί5 as
|T |=? 6 by (3.16). Hence q>\TlV: T1\ = \V:VnT1\ and so \Vf}Tl\>q*.
Therefore, for each B^BG such that Bl<V,q>\Bl(V ftT,): VΠTl\ = \Bl:
Blt\Tl\ = \Bl\Bl{\T\. Hence \B1ftT\>q. Let γeΞί^Π Γ) andset B2=UΊ.
Then^ΠΓ, β2><ΛPTΊΓ. As I^Π T| >j by (2.5) (iii), ^Π ΓΠJ52Φ1. By
(3.11), <B! Π T, P2><GF(52). By (3.12) (i), we have B, Π Γ< J32, so that F(Bί)
=F(Bl Π T)=F(B2). Again, by (3.12) (i), B^ft and so [/, F<CG(£2). There-
fore U= V by (3.15), a contradiction.
(3.22) Pz/ί fF- UG. Then \ W \ =q2+q+ 1 and Gw is doubly transitive.
Proof. Set#=ΛΓG(C7). By (3.10) (ii) and (3.16), | ΪF| - |G: ίί| =q2+q+l.
Let Fe PF- {C/} and let Q be as defined in (3.20). By (3.15), Q<H and by
(3.20), Q acts semi-regularly on W— {U}. Hence \VH\ is divisible by q-\-l
On the other hand, by (3.21), \VH\ is divisible by q and so we have | VH \ =
q(q+l). Thus (3.22) holds.
(3.23) G^fWφl.
Proof. Suppose GWΓ\U=1. Since G>GW and H> C7, [Gw, U]<Gwf}U
= 1. Hence GW<CG(U). By (3.15), C7 is a unique Sylow 2-subgrouρ of CG(U)
and so GW<0(G). On the other hand, as | Ω | is even and G is doubly transitive
on Ω, we have 0(<7)=1. Therefore G
w
=l and hence G acts faithfully on W.
Since U is not semi-regular on W— {[/}, by [4], PSL^q^^G^PTL^q^)
for some W!>3 and q1 with ^ even. As | W\ =ί2+?+l=?ι*1"M ----- h?ι+l>
ϊ(j+l)=ίι(3ι ι~2-| ----- hi) and so 5=^ and ^ =3. Therefore PSL(3,q)<G<
PΓL(3,
 ?). But I PΓL(3, q) \ 2=q3 by (3.9) (ii) and Lemma 2.6. Hence q*=q6 by
(3.10) (ii). This is a contradiction. Thus G
w
 Π C/Φ 1.
(3.24) GΩ has a regular normal subgroup.
Proof. Since GW<NG(U), Gw Π 27 is a normal subgroup of Gw. As Gw Π
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U<02(GW) and G>GW, Q2(GW) is a normal subgroup of G. Let E be a minimal
normal subgroup of G contained in 02(GW). Then E is an elementary abelian
2-subgroup of G and acts regularly on Ω.
(3.25) // (ii) of (3.7) occurs, we have (i) of the theorem.
Proof. By (3.9), (3.10) and (3.24), G has a regular normal (subgroup E
of order ,^ where q=2n and rc=l (mod 2) and JVβ is transitive on Ω— {α}.
Moreover G=G
a
E and G
Λ
 is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(E). As in the
proof of Lemma 2.1, we may assume Ω=E, a=Q^E and GL(E)E<Sym(Ω).
There exists a subgroup H of GZ^E1) such that H—ΓL(3, q) and HE—AΓL(3, q).
Let L be a normal subgroup of H isomorphic to SL(3,q). Since q=2n and
nΞ 1 (mod 2), L is isomorphic to PSL(3,q).
By (3.9) (i) and by the structure of AΓL(3,q), there exist an automorphism
/ from N* to L and £<ESym(Ω) such that ag=a and (βx)g=(βs)fw for each
βeΩ- {α} and *eΛΓ*. From this (β*y~l**=(β*)=(βg)fw for each βeΩ-
{α} and so g~lxg=f(x). Hence g~lN*g=L.
Set X=N(L) Π Sym(Ω) and D=CX(L). Then fl is semi-regular on Ω— {«}
as L is transitive on Ω— {a}. Put T=f(A). Then NL(T)F(T^^Zq.l and it is
semi-regular on F(Γ)— {a} by (3.5) (i) and (3.9) (i), (iii). It follows that D<
Zq_λ. Since X/DL is isomorphic to a subgroup of the outer automorphism
group of PSL(3,q) and f(A) and f(B) are not conjugate in Sym(Ω) by the hy-
pothesis (**) and (3.9) (ii), it follows from Lemma 2.6 (i) that \X/DL\<n.
Hence \X\£n(q-l)\L\ = \ΓL(39q)\. On the other hand ΓL(3,q)—H<X and
so X=H. Therefore g~1G(Λg>g-
1N*g=L and g~1G
a
<X=H. Thus we have
(3.25).
The conclusion of the theorem now follows immediately from steps (3.2),
(3.7), (3.8) and (3.25).
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